A Canadian adventure- Ski touring with snow planes in the wilderness of British Columbia
10 days we will ski tour while flying over one of earths most impressive and wild regions, the coastal
range of Canadian British Columbia. Located at the midst of the Canadian Coastal Range on the
shores of an alpine lake at 1600 meters above sea level the Nuk Tessli Hut (built in 1991) is a
wilderness lover’s paradise.
With numerous ski touring possibilities and 3,000 meters high glaciated summits- there isn’t a dull
moment and no end to the exploration possibilities.
The hut- that will be our home for our visit- is fully equipped and has a sun terrace as well as a hot
tub to relax sore muscles after a long ski touring day in the wilderness.
Details and costs:
Location: The Coastal Range, British Columbia, Canada.
Dates: 28.02-10.03.2014
Fitness and technical requirements: Light-medium fitness is required as well as a solid ski touring
experience. A basic mountaineering experience is desired.
Trip plan day by day:
Day 1 (Friday 28.03.2014) we will meet at 07:30 local time at Vancouver airport South Terminal*;
our flight to Anhaim Lake leaves at 08:30 therefore it is essential to be on time!! From Anhaim lake
we will drive to Nimpho Lake where we will be picked up by our snow plane and land after 25
minutes flight we will arrive at our new home for the next few days- the Nuk Tessli hut. After settling
in we will enjoy a quiet evening dinner and a hot tub.
* We would be glad to book a flight, hotel and taxi service for the participants that will be interested
to have it organized by us. Please let us know well in advance if you need our help!
Day 2 – Day 7 Depending on weather and snow conditions- numerous summits and ski tours in the
area.
Day 8 (Friday 07.03.2014) a flight back to the mainland and a trip to Whistler BC
Day 9-10 Depending on weather and conditions- free riding in Whistler area, ski touring or Heli ski.
Price: 900 € pp (500€ Guiding; 400€ Flight to Anahim Lake).
Price includes: Guiding by an UIAGM/IFMGA Mountain Guide, Glacier travel gear and a flight from
Vancouver to Anhaim Lake and back.

Price does not include:
Flights: Int. flights to Vancouver; 14 flights in a snow plane during the week. Estimated flights costs
are about 2000 €
Overnights: 7 nights in hut (Full board), 2 overnight in Whistler 1000€ pp.
Ski Pass or Heli Ski days in Whistler
Estimated total sum of expenses: 3900 €

